
Walking from Glassonby Old Hall, Jenny’s Croft and Elk Cottage 
 
It is our wish to provide opportunities for our guests to enjoy the delights of the local area. A 
good, more relaxed way comes through walking so we are providing details for a number of walk 
routes that you may like to follow as you are able.  
  
Our walks are set at three levels – Shorter, 
Medium and Longer, with ratings of Easy, 
Moderate or Strenuous. Please appreciate that 
all the walks are within the countryside and 
depending upon the time of year you may have 
to contend with muddy or waterlogged paths, 
stiles and gates, farm animals, long grass and 
crops. Where possible we will introduce you to 
local villages and on the more strenuous walks to 
iconic mountain landscapes and views. There 
will be some road walking where great care 
should be taken to keep to the right side facing 
oncoming traffic.  
 
So please be prepared by wearing suitable clothing and bringing food, other supplies and 
equipment.  
 
We’ve currently provided three described walks. The shorter walk has been set to introduce you 
to the locality around Glassonby, Addingham and the Long Meg Stone Circle.  

 
Glassonby village (farmstead or village of a man named 
Glassan (Old Norse)) has some age, the ‘by’ in the name 
suggesting Viking Norse origin. The village is built on a steep 
hillside, which drops down northwards into the valley of 
Glassonby Beck. The beck in turn flows into the River Eden to 
the west of the village. The village church is St Michael’s, 
Addingham, and this can be visited on two of the walks. 
Addingham might be considered as a ‘non village’, as the 
name which means ‘the village of Adda’s people’ actually refers 
only to the ecclesiastical parish for a group of five villages, 

including Glassonby, that lie on the east side of the River Eden. In the distant past the church 
was located closer to the River Eden near where ‘St Michael’s Well’ is shown on the OS Map. 
Severe C14th flooding and a shift in the course of the River Eden destroyed the earlier church. 
The present church contains some artefacts that were recovered from the river in 1913, including 
a ‘hogsback’ tombstone.  
 
The Long Meg Stone Circle is visited on the shorter walk and with it being the 3rd largest in 
England (diameter of around 350ft.(100+m.)) is a very impressive structure, even though it holds 
many secrets as to its origin and purpose. According to folklore Long Meg was a witch named 

“Meg of Meldon,” who, 
along with her 
daughters, was turned to 
stone for profaning the 
Sabbath as they danced 
wildly on the moor.   
 
Legend says that the 
stones were originally a 
coven of witches, turned 
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to stone by the C12th Scottish wizard Michael Scot. Today the stones have the power to attract 
‘worship’ with many of the trees surrounding the site being used as the depositories of offerings.  
 
The medium level walk drops down into the attractive 
Eden Valley and for a stretch comes alongside the river. 
The river flows for 90 miles entirely within Cumbria and is 
one of the few large rivers in the country that follows a 
northwards course. The walk passes close by one of the 
river’s more striking red sandstone bridges – the Eden 

Bridge, between 
Lazonby and 
Kirkoswald.   
 
Kirkoswald, along the 
route of this walk, has a name associated with the C7th North 
Country saint ‘St. Oswald’. A former market town, it lost out to 
nearby Lazonby with the coming of the Settle-Carlisle railway. 
The village boasts two good inns and an historic environment 
with cobbled square and some quite substantial buildings, 
including ‘The College’. 

 
To the east of Glassonby lies the North Pennines - part of the upland backbone of England. The 
longer and higher walk starts and finishes in Gamblesby, at the foot of these fells. The area here 
is affectionately known as the East Fellside. Gamblesby (farmstead or village of a man named 
Gamall (Old Norse)) has one of the larger village greens in the local area, with several farms 
opening onto the green and the old stocks remaining in the centre near the road junction.       

  
This walk provides the opportunity to explore a little of the 
fellside by utilising two ancient trackways that will have 
been used by travellers, itinerants and farmers over the 
centuries. With increasing elevation along these routes 
come dramatic panoramic views – views across the Eden 
Valley to the Lake District Fells, with the ‘saddle’ of 
Blencathra becoming especially notable. The views also 
extend across the Solway Firth into southern Scotland 
and southwards along the Pennine mountain chain to 
take in Mallerstang, Wild Boar Fell and the Howgills.  

   
If the timing of your walk is right there will be the 
reward of reaching the highest café in England – 
Hartside café.  
    
So, wherever you walk, whether or not along the 
routes selected, you’ll find attractive rural and 
mountain landscape and a surprising number of 
hamlets, villages and farmsteads. The 1:25,000 OS 
Explorer Maps – “OL5 – The Eastern Lakes: North 
Eastern Area” and “OL31 – North Pennines” will be 
great companions for walks or exploration of the local 
area and are well worth acquiring. 
 
Remember, though, that the higher walk may be particularly affected from time to time by 
adverse weather conditions, including mist, rain, snow and the notorious ‘Helm Wind’ (the only 
named wind in Britain) which can sweep down the fellside with a certain cold fury.  
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